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In today’s digital economy, every company needs web security they can trust. With more than 100,000 customers in
over 150 countries, there’s good reason businesses around the world choose GeoTrust powered by DigiCert for TLS/SSL
security solutions. Since 2001, GeoTrust has delivered quality certificates to organizations of all sizes—from enterprise
to single-site small business - at the right value to meet any budget. The wide range of authentication levels offered by
GeoTrust allow companies to cost-effectively meet any budget.

GEOTRUST CERTIFICATES
The range of authentication levels offered by GeoTrust certificates, allow companies to cost-effectively meet their specific security needs across virtually every major
browser and mobile device, while also aligning themselves with a respected digital security brand powered by DigiCert, the industry’s most trusted Certificate Authority.

Features & Benefits
•

All products support multiple domains

•

Unlimited server licensing

•

Compatible with most browsers and operating systems

•

Protects your website or email traffic with RSA 2048+ encryption or ECC
256+ keys and SHA2-256 signature algorithm

•

All products and features available through the API
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•

Meets PCI compliance requirements for secure credit card
transactions

•

Unlimited free reissues for the life of the certificate

•

For more information please view the product information
in DigiCert® CertCentral
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$500,000

$1,250,000
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Default SAN Limit 250

Default SAN Limit 250

Default SAN Limit 250

Product Description
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Visual Cues
Padlock on browser
Secure Seal
Authentication
Validation Queue
Pre-validation
Validation Level
Verify Domain Ownership
Verify Business Legitimacy
Verify Authorized User/Representative
Support
Validation
Knowledge Base
Warranty
Netsure warranty (Cert Aggregate Limit)
Relying Party Warranty (Cert Aggregate Limit)

Subject Alternative Names
www.domain.com and domain.com (FQDNs)
Supports both FQDN and Wildcard SANs
Maximum number of SANs
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TOP 5 REASONS
TO BUY
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WE ONLY PRACTICE
BEST PRACTICE
Integrity is the core of trust and the
foundation of our brand. Not only are
our internal data systems PCI security
compliant, but our business practices
are WebTrust certified for: security,
availability, processing integrity,
confidentiality and privacy.
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IT’S FAST, SIMPLE, AND
CONVENIENT
Our optimized systems and processes
make it quick and easy to buy
install, use, manage and renew your
certificates—no matter how many you
need.

WE’RE HERE TO HELP
Your security is our top priority, which
is why we offer top-notch support. If
you need help with one of our products,
you’ll always talk to a trained security
expert.
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GET BETTER SECURITY AT
A GREAT VALUE
We offer a full range of 256-bit
encryption TLS/SSL products to
customers around the globe at the
lowest possible cost, including EV, OV,
DV, Wildcard and SAN SSL certificates.
Even better, our solutions support
virtually every browser and popular
mobile device.

REPUTATION MATTERS
GeoTrust is an established, well
respected security brand, powered by
DigiCert—the most trusted Certificate
Authority in the industry.

For more information, contact your partner account
manager or send an email to resellers@digicert.com
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